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Introduction

1

Hypeloot emerges as a game-changing landscape designed to 

transform the online casino sector in the ever-changing realm of 

cryptocurrencies, where creativity is the key to success. Hypeloot 

brings exceptional games, exciting rewards, and an outstanding user 

experience, trying to cover all interests with a wide variety of 

mystery boxes and casino games which gives a fresh perspective to 

online gambling fans in an industry filled with repeating concepts.  

Hypeloot was established in 2022 and has processed over 56 million 

bets to over 160.000 users so far.




About $HPLT
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All $HPLT holders indirectly get a share of profits made with our 

casino Hypeloot.com, Besides having some of the most rewarding 

token mechanics and features, Hypeloot also introduces a NFT 

collection with unique and rewarding features “Hypes”, only available 

to presale contributors, our Hype NFTs can be bought, traded and 

sold after our Token launch on Hypeloot.com directly and more 

popular marketplaces such as Opensea.



Hypeloot.com aims to build a complete and growing Ecosystem in 

which all popular casino games are present but also looking to 

introduce new and innovative game modes. With the help of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), Hypeloot.com will offer the best possible user 

experience.



In the following, you will learn why Hypeloot is currently one of the 

fastest growing Crypto casinos and why this trend is likely to 

accelerate.



Hypeloot Originals
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At Hypeloot.com, we do have a wide variety of own developed 

games in which we get the profit to 100%, if there are profits 

generated on other typical casino games, such as slots or live casino 

games, these profits are usually shared with the casino providers, 

therefore, we prioritise and incentivize users to play Hypeloot 

originals in order for us to maximise the profits. In the following, 

some of the most popular game modes at Hypeloot.com will be 

presented. All of our Hypeloot Originals are provably fair, to ensure 

randomness, Hypeloot  uses EOS and Chainlink blockchain as well 

as Random.org APIs.



Mystery Boxes
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Hypeloot has a wide variety of Mystery boxes covering all types of 

interests and themes, starting from Fashion all the way up to 

electronic products, some of our most popular boxes are being 

opened several thousand times every single day.


The user has the option to withdraw the winnings in Cryptocurrency 

or get it physically shipped to their house, we provide shipping to 

more than 50+ countries and it usually only takes just a few days 

depending on the product and City destination.






Plinko
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Hypeloot is proud to introduce the first-ever 100.000x Plinko 

multiplier game, whilst this is not only the most popular Plinko level, 

it is also a great marketing tool to advertise a high multiplier on our 

game mode. Our competitors usually cap the multiplier at 1000x, 

however, Hypeloot is known for innovating and adding a fresh touch 

to new games making this one of the most popular and most played 

game modes up to date on Hypeloot.com. The rules are straight 

forward, you choose a level, place a bet and win the multiplier on 

which the ball lands on.
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Crash
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The Crash Game is a phenomenon gaining massive popularity in 

recent years and introduces a simple yet exciting set of rules. 

Players choose a bet and set a winning goal, creating a dynamic 

where strategic decisions influence the outcome. The 1% chance of 

the graph crashing at 1.00x injects an element of unpredictability, 

keeping players on the edge of their seats. With a house edge of 

only 1%, the Crash Game at Hypeloot delivers an enticing proposition 

for players looking for a fair and exciting betting experience.
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Crazy Wheel
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The Crazy wheel is the latest game to be introduced to Hypeloot 

and is quickly gaining popularity, with 5 different betting options (2x 

multiplier, 3x multiplier, 5x multiplier, 50x multiplier and 100x 

multiplier). The user places a bet (or several) on any given multiplier, 

and if the animation lands on it, the user gets their bet multiplied by 

the corresponding multiplier. The Crazy Wheel has a house edge of 

only 1%.
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Staking Pools
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Hypeloot ($HPLT) will support different staking pools which will help 

with making the $HPLT token more liquid and accessible in different 

trading pairs, all staking pool contributors can get attractive rewards 

for their commitment and support in the Ecosystem. Besides earning 

a fixed APR, Staking pool contributors can also expect occasional 

free bets and rewards on our Hypeloot.com casino.



Our Hype NFTs will also be compatible with exclusive staking pools 

only accessible to Hype NFTs holders which should greatly increase 

their utility.






Hypes NFT
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Croupier Rare

Gambler Legendary

Degendog Epic

Sir satoshi Relic

Hype NFTs will initially be only accessible to Presale contributors.
 

Upon our Token launch, our Hypes can be traded, bought and sold on Hypeloot.com and more marketplaces such as Opensea.


Other than representing some of the most popular memes in the Crypto space, Hypes will have actual utility in which the 

holders will earn additional passive income and get rewarded generously on our Hypeloot.com casino.



*Distribution based on total investment: Common = $200+, 
Uncommon = $500+, Rare = $1000+, Epic = $5000, Legendary 
= $10.000, Relic = $25.000+ / Only while the supply lasts



NFT
Common

NFT
Uncommon



Tokenomics
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Token name

Hypeloot

Decimals

18

Chain

Ethereum

Supply Model

Deflationary

Token distribution

 Presale

 40%

Team and Advisors

 10%

Marketing

 8%

Rewards and Incentives

 5%

Referrals and Competitions

 5%

Ecosystem Fund

 2%

 Staking Rewards

 12.5%

 Liquidity

 17.5%

Total Supply

100,000,000 (One hundred million)

Token Smart Contract Address

0x11c9eba7c8a3bd9f44f0a5eb737b36cecbc610f5

Ticker

$HPLT

Class

Utility

40%

17.5%

12.5%

10%

8%

5%

5%

2%

https://etherscan.io/token/0x11c9eba7c8a3bd9f44f0a5eb737b36cecbc610f5


Roadmap
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Casino platform growth

 Major influencer and streamer push 
of Hypeloot.com and $HPLT

Launch of $HPLT token

 Presale launch of $HPLT

Continued Development and 
Expansion

road map
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

2022 - 2023

2024

Hypeloot.com Product
 Launch of different game modes with over 200+ 

betting options

 First-ever crypto friendly mystery box platform 
with physical worldwide shipping

 100.000 registered users on Hypeloot.com

 Crypto and fiat deposit methods

 Company incorporation in Cyprus



Audit
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The Hypeloot token contract has been audited by Certik. The Audit 

report can be found publicly on GitHub and on the following link:  

https://skynet.certik.com/projects/hypeloot 


The purpose of the audit was to achieve the followin

 Ensure that the smart contract functions as intende

 Identify potential security issues with the smart contract



The Token Smart Contract has also been published and verified on 

Etherscan and can be seen here:



https://etherscan.io/token/0x11c9eba7c8a3bd9f44f0a5eb737b36cecbc610f5

https://skynet.certik.com/projects/hypeloot
https://etherscan.io/token/0x11c9eba7c8a3bd9f44f0a5eb737b36cecbc610f5


Learn more
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https://x.com/hypelootcom 

https://t.me/Hypeloot 

https://t.me/Hypelootcom 

https://hypeloot.com 

https://presale.hypeloot.com/ 

contact@hypeloot.com

https://x.com/hypelootcom
https://t.me/Hypeloot
https://t.me/Hypelootcom
https://hypeloot.com
https://presale.hypeloot.com/
mailto:contact@hypeloot.com

